
Expand your Commerce capabilities with Marketplace listings—
built by experts and validated by Adobe.

Technology for your business
Innovative features, improved performance, and greater customer value 

Apps and Extensions for Adobe Commerce 
and Magento Open Source

I N F O S H E E T

Easy discovery
Adobe Commerce Marketplace guides you quickly to listings that match your industry, role, and 
business requirements.

Proven quality
Marketplace listings are tested and proven by Adobe to ensure originality, code quality, 
compatibility, and security compliance. Whether you are using Apps or Extensions you can extend 
your Commerce capabilities with confidence.

Trusted developers
Adobe Partners are a community of trusted eCommerce developers, proven experts at creating 
premium Marketplace listings for merchants looking to receive even more value from Adobe 
Commerce or Magento Open Source.

Integration and support
Integrated SaaS solutions extend and customize shopping and back-office experiences. Products and 
services on the Adobe Commerce Marketplace are sourced and supported by Adobe and its global 
community of developers.

From sources you trust
Shop with confidence at Adobe Commerce Marketplace

Proven Marketplace 
listings from Adobe 
and its partners save 
you the cost, time, and 
effort of do-it-yourself 
experimentations, 
and put your new 
capabilities to work 
right away.

Value right now

Thousands of free and premium extensions extend 
the features of Adobe Commerce and Magento 
Open Source.

Extensions

Enable enhanced customer experiences and back-office 
integrations with scalable Apps running in Adobe’s 
serverless runtime that reduces operational overhead.

Apps for Adobe Commerce



To do even more with your digital store
Choose from a broad range of capabilities offered by thousand of apps and extensions—available right now
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Platinum Partners deliver integrated, innovative shopping experiences for global merchants 
and their customers

Visit the Adobe Commerce Marketplace today

Payment Services: payment integration, reporting, 
and analytics apps built and validated by Adobe

Store Fulfillment: address verification,       
cross-border fulfillment, order management

Checkout and Security: quick checkout 
enhancements, fraud avoidance

Marketing: email marketing, CRM, SEO/SEM, 
marketing automation, advertising

Site Optimization: testing and segmentation, hosting, 
site performance monitoring

Sales: comparison shopping, gifts, market feeds, 
point-of-service, promotions, loyalty programs

Accounting and Finance: ERP, accounting, tax Customer Support: live chat

Live Search: autocomplete, search and suggest,          
AI search 

Product Recommendations: related products, 
also-viewed products, checkout analytics

Experience Platform Connector: personalization, 
analytics, targeting, journey optimization

Channel Management: B2B, channel payments, 
Shopify, eBay, and Amazon connectors

Platinum
Technology Partners

https://marketplace.magento.com/

